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We have carried out a large-scale simulation of the Josephson-coupled superconductor (intrinsic Josephson junctions: IJJ)

device with a potential of terahertz resonance phenomena. This simulation needs high-performance computational resource,

because this resonance phenomena is expected to be strong nonlinear and complex system behavior and the scale of space and

time for simulation needs 1nm-several hundred µm and 108 step by 10as. It is estimated that the simulation takes two years to

perform even a case of simulation through a personal computer. Thus, the Earth Simulator is needed for solving the simulation

effectively. By the last year, we have studied new mechanism and condition of terahertz waves resonance and emission, and

characteristic features of emitted terahertz waves. This year, we have investigated a mechanism and condition of terahertz

waves resonance and emission, and found a new mechanism of frequency tunable, resonance dependence on parameters and

new emission method.
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1. Introduction
The unexpected plasma phenomenon with the low fre-

quency in the crystal of the high temperature superconduc-

tors (HTC), was found by professor Uchida of The

University of Tokyo in 1992. HTC is formed in a single high

temperature superconductors crystals of CuO2 and insulator

layers which form a stack of many atomic-scale Josephson

junctions called intrinsic Josephson junctions(IJJ). IJJ has

two kinds of Josephson plasma, one is the longitudinal plas-

ma vertical to layers(c axis direction), another is the trans-

verse plasma along layers (ab plane). 

Afterwards, professor Tachiki of Tohoku University

developed the theory of new phenomenon, and showed that

the plasma oscillation with terahertz order is theoretically

possible. In addition, the electromagnetic wave absorption of

the plasma oscillation of IJJ was observed by professor

Matsuda of University of Tokyo. After that professor

Tachiki predicted that the excited plasma wave is converted

into a terahertz waves at an edge of IJJ [1], [2]. 

Terahertz wave has usefulness for important infrastructure

technology in next generation; new spectroscopic analysis

method for material and bio-science, medical diagnoses and

treatment and information technology. Leading countries

scurry to develop this technology now. Japan is now leading

still on both sides of the experiment and the theory research.

If we practiced the use at first in the world, it brings a

large advantage to Japan in the area of material and bio-sci-

ence, medical diagnoses and treatment and information tech-

nology etc. and has the possibility to throw up the Japanese

original new industry. 

The development of the device for the terahertz waves

emission is a very difficult only by the experiment, because

IJJ have a very strong nonlinearity and the complex behav-

ior. The development and research on the simulation base is

indispensable. However, this simulation should deal with

nonlinear and complex systems and requires high perform-

ance computational resource. This is because a scale of

space and time for simulation is 1nm-several hundred µm

and 108 steps by 10as. It takes two years to perform this sim-

ulation for only one case by a conventional computer. The

Earth Simulator is therefore essentially needed for solving

this problem through simulations. 

By the last year, we have studied new mechanism and

condition of terahertz waves resonance and emission, and

characteristic features of emitted terahertz waves. At this

year, we have investigated a mechanism and condition of

terahertz waves resonance and emission, and found a new

mechanism of frequency tunable, resonance dependence on

parameters and new emission method. Let us to show our

simulation results. 
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2. Model Equations
The physical system which should be solved consists of

IJJ and the external medium. In IJJ, a coupling equation of

the gauge-invariant phase difference ϕk, charge ρ and elec-

tric field Ε z, which is derived from Josephson relation and

Maxwell equation, is solved. The gauge-invariant phase dif-

ference is a phase difference between superconducting layer

l + 1 and l layer. It is related to Josephson's superconducting

current. Maxwell equation is solved at the outside of IJJ. Let

us show a formulation for analysis model. The equations

describing the dynamics of the phase difference, charge,

electric field, magnetic field and super conducting current in

ab plane are given by 

depth in the c axis direction,

Josephson plasma frequency, t' = ωpt : normalized time, 

x' = x/λc: normalized coordinate in x direction, ρ' = ρ /(Jc/λcωp):

normalized charge density, Ε ' z = Ε z/(2πcD/Φ0ωp) : normalized

electric field, Ε ' = Ε /(2πcD/Φ0ωp): normalized electoric field,

Β' = Β/(2 Φ0ωp/cD): normalized magnetic field.

These equations are solved by Finite Difference Method.

Some research [3] has been done based on this model.

3. Computational Feature of IJJ Simulation
IJJ phenomenon is very strong nonlinear and complex.

Many researchers try to understand IJJ phenomenon via

experiments and analytical methods. But, it is very hard to

understand IJJ phenomenon with only experiments and ana-

lytical method. IJJ simulation based on the model equation

can show a detail of IJJ phenomenon mechanism and can

allow researchers to easily change a conditions of numerical

experiments to evaluate the effect of many conditions.

Therefore, IIJ simulation opens up great possibilities for a

development of IJJ technology. 

A scale of space and time for simulation is 1nm-several

hundred µm and 108 steps by 10as. It takes two years to per-

form this simulation for only one case by a conventional

computer. In addition, many times IJJ simulation which are

with combination of many different material properties,

device shapes, current supply methods and current control

etc is needed to design and optimize the Tera Hz resonance

superconductors device. Therefore, IJJ simulation requires

high performance computational resource. 

We assume that the system is uniform along the y-axis

and make two-dimensional calculation in the x-z plane for

basic studies and use the 3 dimensional model for the

design and development of device. We used the finite dif-

ference method to perform the numerical simulation. Figure

1 shows a performance of 2D simulation code, and figure 2
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At outside of IJJ, Maxwell equation is as follows,    

where ∆(2) AkisAk+1 – 2Ak + Ak–1, k: number of insulator layer

between uperconducting layer l and l + 1, σ : conductivity of

the quasiparticles, ε: dielectric constant of the insulating layers,

µ: the Debye lenght, Φ0: unit magnetic state, Jc: critical current

density, s, D: superconducting and insulating layer thickness, 

ϕk: gauge-invariant phase difference in insulator layer k, 

ρk + 1/2: charge density in superconducting layer in k + 1/2, Ε z
k :

electric field in z direction at insulator layer k, λab:penetration

depth in the ab-plane direction,                            : penetration
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Fig. 1  Parallel performance of 23 code.
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shows a performance of 3D code which is now under devel-

opment. These figures show that ES drastically reduces the

solution time. 

4. Simulation Models and Results [4, 5]
Figure 2 shows a model of a terahertz emission device

using, in this case, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8–d.

We have simulated terahertz resonance with 2D in x-z

plane of the model shown in Fig. 2. We impose the follow-

ing boundary condition. To connect the Josephson plasma

wave in the IJJ to the electromagnetic wave in the dielectric

at the interface, We put the usual electromagnetic boundary

condition; the electric and magnetic fields parallel to the

interface are continuous at the interface. The electromagnet-

ic wave in the dielectric is assumed to transmit freely to

outer space at the end surface of the dielectric.

We chose       = 1 × 105, 2 × 105, 4 × 105, λc = 150 µm, 

s = 3Å, d = 12Å, µ = 0.6Å, α = 0.1, β = 0.02, and the number

of layers = 70 ~ 100, and take the dielectric constants along

the z-axis in the IJJ and the dielectric constant of MgO to be 

ε = 10. We apply a magnetic field of 1, 2 Tesla along the y-

axis. We change the normalized external current J/Jc from 0.0

to 1.5. The length of the IJJ is taken to be 50 ~ 100 µm along

the x-axis and the length of the dielectric is taken to be 50 µm

along the x-axis. For each external current, the time evolution

is simulated until the system reaches a stationary state.

By the last year, we found the new mechanism of tera-

hertz waves emission as follows. When an external current

and a magnetic field are applied to the sample, fluxons flow

induces voltage. At this time, Fluxons form as clusters with

distorted fluxons. The voltage creates oscillating current

through the Josephson effect and the current excites the

Josephson plasma with terahertz frequency. The sample

itself works as a cavity, and the input energy is stored in a

form of standing wave of the Josephson plasma. A part of

the energy is emitted as terahertz waves [4]. Figure 3 shows

the relation between number of layers and fluxons distribu-

tion. When the number of layer increase, the fluxons have

ordered distribution. The results show that the fluxons with

disordered distribution can excite the coherent electromag-

netic waves and the ordered fluxons didn't necessarily excite

the coherent electromagnetic waves. 
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Fig. 2  Schematic diagram of prototype device for terahertz emission.

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8–d forms an IJJ and electrodes. An external current

flows uniformly in the junctions in the direction of the -z axis.

An external magnetic field is applied to the direction of the 

y-axis. A dielectric wave guide elongates along the x axis from

the left surface of the IJJ. The green part shows an IJJ sand-

wiched by electrodes made of the gold. The orange part shows

the dielectric material, which guides terahertz electromagnetic

waves from the device to the outer area.
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Fig. 3  Relation between number of layers and fluxons distribution.
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At this year, we have investigated distributions of 

sinϕκ and      . Figure 4 shows that the distributions of sinϕκ

and      in 20, 35, 50 layers are disordered, on the one hand

averaged distributions are ordered. This shows that the dis-

tributions in small scale (in layer or around fluxons) is disor-

dered, in contrast the distributions in large scale (averaged

along c-axis, whole device) is ordered. Therefore, we have

suggested a hypothesis that the forces balance between small

scale disordered force from fluxons interaction and large

scale ordered force from electromagnetic waves, make the

ordered electromagnetic waves from disordered distributions

of fluxons.

Resonance of IJJ is cavity resonance. Cavity resonance

makes discrete frequencies excitation. On the one hand, sim-

ulation results shows continuous frequencies excitation. We

have investigated the details of oscillation of electric field

Ε x'. Figure 5 shows the average waves length along x-axis of

Ε x' in 35th layer. The average waves length change in cycle.

Figure 6 shows the amplitude and wave length of Ε x' along

x-axis in 35th layer at t' = 0.15. Wave lengths at small

amplitude of waves change. This result shows that average

waves length could change via modification of waves length

at small amplitude of waves and this mechanism makes fre-

quency tunable of terahertz waves emitted from IJJ. 

Figure 7 shows resonance dependence of IJJ on parameters

that is important for experiments and design of IJJ device. 

Large amplitude of superconducting current affects reso-

nance in IJJ. We have investigated the oscillation of supercon-

ducting current. Oscillation of superconducting current makes

the oscillation of Ε x'. Figure 8 shows the Ε x' filed, in ac plane,

that is oscillating in large amplitudes. We could expect the

high power emission of terahertz waves from surface of ab

plane because of wide area of ab plane surface. We will con-

tinue to investigate the emission from ab-surface.  
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Fig. 4  Distributions of sinϕκ (a) and       (b) in 20, 35, 50 layers and

average slong c-axis (b).
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Fig. 6  Amplitude and wave length of Ε x' along x-axis in 35th layer at 

t' = 0.15
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5. Future Work and conclusion
In this year, we have investigated a mechanism and condi-

tion of terahertz waves resonance and emission, and found a

new mechanism of frequency tunable, resonance dependence

on parameters and new emission method. Next stage, we will

investigate the more details of mechanism and condition of

terahertz waves resonance and emission, and ab-plane emis-

sion. We believe that Earth simulator class or over class high

performance computational resource only enable us to

research and design for terahertz resonance superconductors

devices.
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(without oscillating current)

Terahertz waves

Fig. 8  emission from surface in ab-plene.
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